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A photon echo experiment in Tm$^{3+}$:YAG is reported that shows, for the first time to the authors’ knowledge, the time-domain equivalent of the transition from near- to far-field diffraction, including Talbot self-imaging effects. The experiment demonstrates the huge dispersion capability of photon echoes and opens the way to further exploration of space–time duality.
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Photon echoes in condensed matter at low temperature have proved to be a powerful tool for time-domain optical signal processing. Rare-earth-doped crystals are well suited to optical processing of rf signals because they have the ability to process bandwidths in the range of gigahertz to hundreds of gigahertz with a time–bandwidth product well above 10. In addition, thulium- or erbium-doped crystals have absorption lines at wavelengths at which compact laser sources, fast optoelectronic devices, and optical amplifiers are available. Such applications of these crystals as true time-delay generators for phased array antennas and in spectral analysis of rf signals are under study.

The space–time duality gives attractive guidelines for the design of time-domain optical processing schemes. In this duality, temporal dispersion is the equivalent of diffraction, whereas linear chirping provides the time equivalent of a lens. Experimental demonstrations of this duality that have been reported so far have dealt with picosecond laser pulses. A grating pair was used as a dispersive line, and an electro-optic phase modulator or an optical nonlinear wave-mixing process as a time lens. The time–bandwidth product of an electro-optic time lens is given by the peak phase deviation of the modulator and is therefore quite poor, below 100, which is not satisfactory for optical signal processing. The alternative approach to creating a time lens based on optical wave mixing in a nonlinear crystal has the potential for a high time–bandwidth product. However, these tools have been designed to deal with terahertz-bandwidth pulses and are inappropriate for processing gigahertz-bandwidth optical signals. In particular, processing a gigahertz bandwidth with a high time–bandwidth product requires a dispersive line that achieves microsecond group delays. In this Letter we show that photon echoes in rare-earth-doped crystals can achieve a flexible dispersive line with incomparable dispersion. An experiment with a thulium-doped YAG crystal is reported, in which the first demonstration to our knowledge is made of the time-domain equivalent of the transition from Fresnel to Fraunhofer diffraction.

The shape of the three-pulse photon-echo signal, built, for instance, on an atomic transition of a rare-earth ion doping a crystal, can be described as

$$E_n(t) = E_1^*(t) \otimes E_2(t) \otimes E_3(t),$$

where $E_n(t)$ are centered about $t = 0$ and describe the envelopes of the excitation pulses, which are assumed to be temporally separated and with the time order $E_1, E_2, E_3$; $\otimes$ represents the convolution product. From the point of view of time-domain holography the echo signal is the result of reading with pulse $E_3$ the spectral hologram engraved in the crystal by the first two pulses. The duration of the recorded shape $E_1^*(t) \otimes E_2(t)$ is limited by the dephasing time of the atomic transition, and its spectral bandwidth should not exceed the inhomogeneous width of the atomic transition in the host crystal. Equation (1) is readily transformed into a diffractionlike integral. Let $E_2$ be the input signal and $E_1$ a short reference pulse such that $E_1^*(t) \otimes E_2(t) = E_3(t)$. Now let $E_3$ be a long wideband chirped pulse, that is, a pulse whose spectral bandwidth is given by $r_3$, where $r$ is the chirp rate and $\tau_3$ is the pulse duration. If in addition this bandwidth covers uniformly that of the input signal, such a pulse can be written as $E_3(t) = \exp i\pi r t^2$ in echo expression (1), which then reads as

$$E_n(t) = \int E_2(t') \exp i\pi r(t - t')^2 dt'.$$

The echo here appears as the result of dispersion of input signal $E_2(t)$: Each frequency component $\nu$ is delayed by $T(\nu) = \nu/r$. In this dispersion process the maximum achievable group delay $T$ is limited by the coherence time of the atomic transition. It can therefore be several tens of microseconds in thulium-doped crystals, which is to be contrasted with the 500 ps that a grating pair can typically achieve. This photon-echo process offers matchless group-delay dispersion. In addition, the group-delay dispersion rate $\partial T/\partial \nu$ is given by the inverse chirp rate and can therefore easily be controlled and varied over a broad range.

From the space–time duality point of view, this dispersion process is the time dual of diffraction over a
distance \( d \), with the equivalence \( \lambda d \rightarrow 1/r \), where \( \lambda \) is the optical wavelength. Indeed, Eq. (2) also gives, under the Fresnel approximation, the field \( E_0(x) \) diffracted at distance \( d \) by a one-dimensional aperture with transmission function \( E_2(x') \) and illuminated by a plane wave. If \( \tau_2 \) is the duration of input signal \( E_2(t') \), one can define a time-domain Fresnel number \( F = r\tau_2^2 \). As is well known in the space domain, the transition from near- to far-field diffraction is observed for values of the Fresnel number near unity. For \( F > 1 \) we are in the Fresnel diffraction range, where the diffracted pattern is highly sensitive to variation of the Fresnel number. Interesting effects such as Talbot self-imaging\(^1\) can be observed in this situation. For \( F < 1 \), the diffracted pattern intensity is given by the Fourier transform of the input field. The chirped photon-echo process described above gives the opportunity to observe this transition in the time domain, which we have verified experimentally.

We performed the experiment illustrated in Fig. 1 on a 0.1-at.\% thulium-doped YAG crystal, 5 mm thick, from Scientific Material Corporation. The crystal was immersed in a liquid-helium cryostat held at \( \sim 4 \) K. The light source was a cw argon-pumped Ti:sapphire laser. The laser frequency, with a linewidth of \( \sim 200 \) kHz, was tuned to 12 604.3 cm\(^{-1} \). The center of the \( ^3\)H\(_6\) \( \rightarrow \) \( ^3\)H\(_4\) absorption line of the Tm\(^{3+}\) ions. The maximum optical density of the crystal was measured to be \( \sim 0.75 \). The inhomogeneous width of this transition is \( \sim 15 \) GHz. The optical setup was a collinear photon-echo setup. For a better extinction ratio two acousto-optic cells, AO1 and AO2, fed by the same rf driver, were used to modulate in amplitude and frequency the cw laser output. The frequency shifts produced by the two AO cells added together. The cw laser power before the cryostat was 35 mW. The laser spot, \( \sim 4 \) mm in diameter, was focused onto the crystal by 15-cm focal-length lens L1. Under these conditions, \( \pi/2 \) pulses were achieved with 1.5-\( \mu \)s-long pulses. The echo signal was detected with photomultiplier tube PM through acousto-optic gate AO3, which was used to reject the excitation pulses.

For the diffractionlike experiments, first the sample was excited by a 1.5-\( \mu \)s-long train of eight 80-ns-long pulses separated by 200 ns. The second excitative pulse, \( E_2 \), was an identical train, delayed 15 \( \mu \)s with respect to the first. The duration of this exciting sequence was therefore less than the dephasing time of the transition, which we measured to be \( \sim 30 \mu \)s. Reading pulse \( E_3 \) was a 12-\( \mu \)s-long pulse, with a linear chirp controlled by means of the driving frequency of acousto-optic modulators AO1 and AO2. With this excitation scheme the echo can be described by Eq. (2), provided that \( E_2(t) \) is replaced by the autocorrelation \( E_2^*(t) \otimes E_2(t) \) because \( E_1 \) is not a short pulse but is instead a replica of pulse \( E_2 \). It is the limited laser power that prevented us from making \( E_1 \) a short pulse. The echo is therefore the result of dispersion of the pulse-train autocorrelation function, which is the input signal to be considered. Figure 2(a) displays the square of its theoretical profile.

The echo signal power \( |E_{\text{echo}}|^2 \) was recorded for different values of the chirp rate that ranged from 1.1 to 4.55 MHz/\( \mu \)s. The records are displayed in Fig. 3 together with the results of simulation with Eq. (2). As can be seen, there is good agreement between the experimental results and the simulations. The only fitting parameter in the simulation was the chirp-rate value. Minor deviations of \( <10\% \) from the experimental chirp-rate values were necessary for optimal fit. Observation of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) shows that the amplitude of the oscillations is smaller on the experimental traces than on the simulations. Shot-to-shot fluctuations of the temporal position of the echo signal may explain this difference, since experimental traces a and b result from averages over 4 and 64 shots, respectively. These fluctuations can arise from jitter on the delay between the first and second pulse trains and from laser frequency instabilities. More disconcerting is the phase difference between the experimental and the simulated oscillations in Fig. 3(b). More research is necessary to explain the latter discrepancy.

Figure 2 shows for reference the squares of the theoretical pulse-train autocorrelation function and power spectrum. These are the expected echo shapes for infinitely high and low chirp rates, respectively, which are time duals of diffraction over zero and infinite distance. The experimental records show the transition between these two situations. Indeed, one can clearly identify in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) the periodic peaks whose 200-ns period is that of the pulse train and that are inscribed under a bell-shaped envelope. The recordings of Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show the three distinct peaks that are characteristic of the pulse-train power spectrum. The time-domain Fresnel number \( r\tau_2^2 \) for these records ranges from 2.5 to 10. This means that...
and frequency doubling effects should indeed be observed for $Q < 5$. For higher $Q$ values the frequency doubling effect is no longer observed, and self-imaging becomes degraded because of increasing Fresnel number. The lowest $Q$ value achieved in the experiment actually corresponds to $Q = 11/2 \approx 4.55$ MHz/µs, which unfortunately is too high for frequency doubling. The maximum chirp rate in the experiment was limited by the ramp generator driving both the AO1 and the AO2 cell. Higher chirp rates could easily be achieved with existing technology. Investigation of time-domain Talbot effects would then be possible.

To summarize, we have performed a photon-echo experiment in Tm$^{3+}$:YAG that showed for the first time to our knowledge the transition from Fresnel to Fraunhofer diffraction in the time domain. This experiment demonstrates the unequalled dispersion capability of the photon-echo process in rare-earth-doped crystals and opens the way to further investigation of space–time duality. In particular, this dispersion capability, characterized by the inverse of the chirp rate $r$, could be best if it were associated with the time lens such that the combination were a 1-f Fourier transformer. As a matter of fact, chirping the signal at the opposite chirp rate, $-r$, gives the appropriate lens. Hence several photon-echo schemes can be designed for time-to-frequency Fourier transformation of rf optical signals.
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